
 

 

 

                                         

  

 

1.If  a shopkeeper puts exactly
will he use to put in 20 boxes of same type ? 

(A) 240    (B) 250 

 

2. Count the number of  red dots in the given figure

(A) 14   (B) 5  

 

 

 

3.Which figure will you get when you join these two figures,putting 2 below 1 
along the thin blue long line.?
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                                         SAMPLE PAPER- 2 

1.If  a shopkeeper puts exactly 12 cupcakes in a packing box , how many
will he use to put in 20 boxes of same type ?  

250   (C) 190     (D) 

2. Count the number of  red dots in the given figure- 

   (C)15    (D)7

3.Which figure will you get when you join these two figures,putting 2 below 1 
along the thin blue long line.? 

                                                                  (1)                  (2)           
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12 cupcakes in a packing box , how many cupcakes 

  230 

(D)7 

3.Which figure will you get when you join these two figures,putting 2 below 1 



 

 

 

 

 

4. The chart shows the number

Day   Monday   Tuesday

Cakes baked  7 5 

 

How many more cakes did Mansi baked on Saturday than on Wednesday
on Tuesday ? 

  2,6   (B)  1,6   

5. Joy was studying maths ,he got confused in the sign for bigger than and lesser 
than .He solved some problems Just check his work and help him to find correct 
answer.  

  7,193 > 5,426 

  4,721 < 4,497 

  6,123 > 6,129  

 16,150 = 16,750  

 

I am a state of matter and I occupy fixed space. It take up shape of any container I 
am poured into. Who am I ?

Gas 

Liquid 

Solid 

Oxygen 
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4. The chart shows the number of  cakes baked by  Mansi during past week .

Tuesday  Wednesday   Thursday  Friday

 6 4 4 

more cakes did Mansi baked on Saturday than on Wednesday

 (C)  3,4    (D)  2,4 

5. Joy was studying maths ,he got confused in the sign for bigger than and lesser 
than .He solved some problems Just check his work and help him to find correct 

matter and I occupy fixed space. It take up shape of any container I 
am poured into. Who am I ? 
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of  cakes baked by  Mansi during past week . 

Friday Saturday 

 9 

more cakes did Mansi baked on Saturday than on Wednesday and than 

5. Joy was studying maths ,he got confused in the sign for bigger than and lesser 
than .He solved some problems Just check his work and help him to find correct 

matter and I occupy fixed space. It take up shape of any container I 



 

 

 

7.If someone gets injured whom will you call 

A-shopkeeper 

B- traffic police men 

C- doctor 

D- gardener 

 

8.The ultimate source of ener

Moon 

Sun 

Humans 

Aliens 

 

9- There are lot of do’s and don’t for a small child. What does safety means 

A-to keep oneself attentive so that accident may not occur

B-it is name of a product  

C-it is name of the game to play with friends 

D-it is work done by adults only.

 

10Statement 1 - The rotation of earth takes place on its axis.

Statement2-The rotation causes change in weather.
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7.If someone gets injured whom will you call - 

8.The ultimate source of energy that controls water cycle 

There are lot of do’s and don’t for a small child. What does safety means 

to keep oneself attentive so that accident may not occur 

it is name of the game to play with friends  

it is work done by adults only. 

The rotation of earth takes place on its axis. 

The rotation causes change in weather. 
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There are lot of do’s and don’t for a small child. What does safety means -_____ 



 

 

 

A  statement-1 is correct. 

B statement -2 is correct 

C both statementsare false. 

D.both statements are correct.

 

11.In which case we should break the source of electricity…

A- in a fight with our neighbor 

B- Accident on roads  

C-in case of electric shock 

D-visit to a doctor 

 

12.Which of this can be more safe for a

A-playing at construction site.

B-playing with a ball in park.

C-keeping a coin in the mouth .

D-playing with sharp objects.

 

On studying the effect of heat on water, It was found that the state changes.A very 
important process happens on earth due to this 

High tides / low tides. 

B-Sea/Land breeze . 
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D.both statements are correct. 

11.In which case we should break the source of electricity… 

in a fight with our neighbor  

12.Which of this can be more safe for a child - 

playing at construction site. 

playing with a ball in park. 

keeping a coin in the mouth . 

playing with sharp objects. 

On studying the effect of heat on water, It was found that the state changes.A very 
happens on earth due to this change, chose the correct process 
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On studying the effect of heat on water, It was found that the state changes.A very 
the correct process . 



 

 

 

C-clouds,/ rain  

D-boiling/cooling.  

 

14.What should you do if you see a stranger touching 

A-We should not worry it is 

B- We should be quite but it is bad touch.

C- We should not tell this to

We should  shout for help. 

 

15.Where should you walk on the road ?

A-In the middle of the road 

B-on Footpath 

C- on zebra crossing during green signal. 

D-in between the vehicles coming on road

 

ACHIEVERS SECTION 

 

Today is New Year celebrations in our city. What would be the weather at 
following places-Bhopal &,Shimla

A Bhopal is having cold waves

B Bhopal is windy Shimla is
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14.What should you do if you see a stranger touching Piya on her private part

We should not worry it is a good touch.  

We should be quite but it is bad touch. 

this to our mother. 

15.Where should you walk on the road ? 

In the middle of the road  

on zebra crossing during green signal.  

in between the vehicles coming on road 

celebrations in our city. What would be the weather at 
,Shimla 

waves and Shimla is having snow fall. 

B Bhopal is windy Shimla is hot. 
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iya on her private part- 

celebrations in our city. What would be the weather at 



 

 

 

Bhopal is cool Shimla is hot

Bhopal is having snow fall Shimla is sweating hot.

 

17.Write T for true and F for false

(1) we should put our head out of the window in a moving vehicle .

(2)we should  not handle sharp objects with care

(3)we should be kind to animals.

(4)we should push our friends while entering a bus.

A-TTFF    

B- TFFF  

C-FFTF  

D- TTTF 

18.Fill up the blanks- 

(1)Do not jump in the ............... side of swimming pool 

(2) Do not board a ..............bus .

(3) Stay .............. in case of an accident.

A-moving, calm, angry 

B-baby pool, static, shout  

C-deep, standing, crying 

D-deep, moving, calm 
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Bhopal is cool Shimla is hot 

Shimla is sweating hot. 

17.Write T for true and F for false 

(1) we should put our head out of the window in a moving vehicle . 

not handle sharp objects with care . 

e kind to animals. 

(4)we should push our friends while entering a bus. 

(1)Do not jump in the ............... side of swimming pool  

(2) Do not board a ..............bus . 

case of an accident. 
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Unscramble the words to find the correct word FOR the given blanks
WOBNAIR,RNIA,NWOS      The sun heat evaporates water and form vapour 
air that condenses to form clouds. The water vapour further comes close to 
form…(1)……..and sometime in sunshine a beautiful site of ……(2)…….is 
enjoyed on earth. Some water goes to higher altitudes where condensation takes 
place to form……(3)………

A-(1)rain,(2)snow,(3)rainbow

B- (1)rain,(2) rainbow,(3)snow

C-(1)snow,(2)rain,(3)rainbow

D-(1)rainbow,(2)snow,(3)rain

 

 

20.

What is/ are the  process you can identify in this picture 

A-only evaporation 

B-only condensation 

C-evaporation& condensation

D- precipitation&sublimation
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Unscramble the words to find the correct word FOR the given blanks
WOBNAIR,RNIA,NWOS      The sun heat evaporates water and form vapour 
air that condenses to form clouds. The water vapour further comes close to 
form…(1)……..and sometime in sunshine a beautiful site of ……(2)…….is 
enjoyed on earth. Some water goes to higher altitudes where condensation takes 
place to form……(3)……… 

,(2)snow,(3)rainbow 

,(3)snow 

(1)snow,(2)rain,(3)rainbow 

(1)rainbow,(2)snow,(3)rain 

 

are the  process you can identify in this picture  

condensation 

&sublimation 
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Unscramble the words to find the correct word FOR the given blanks- 
WOBNAIR,RNIA,NWOS      The sun heat evaporates water and form vapour in 
air that condenses to form clouds. The water vapour further comes close to 
form…(1)……..and sometime in sunshine a beautiful site of ……(2)…….is 
enjoyed on earth. Some water goes to higher altitudes where condensation takes 



 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER SCHEME __class

1-A 2-B 3-A 4-

11-C 12-B 13-C 14
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ANSWER SCHEME __class-III 

-C 5-A 6-B 7-C 8-B 9-A 

14-D 15-B 16-A 17-C 18-D 19-B
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 10-A 

B 20-C 


